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masses and mixing, with and without imposing the luminosity constraint. We then use

these results to compare the description provided by different Standard Solar Models. Our

results show that, at present, both models with low and high metallicity can describe

the data with equivalent statistical agreement. We also argue that even with the present

experimental precision the solar neutrino data have the potential to improve the accuracy

of the solar model predictions.
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1 Introduction

The Sun generates power through nuclear fusion, the basic energy source being the con-

version of four protons into an alpha particle, two positrons and two neutrinos. As early

as 1939 [1], Bethe identified two different mechanisms by which such overall process could

take place, now known as the pp-chain and the CNO-cycle [2]. In the pp-chain, fusion re-

actions among elements lighter than A = 8 produce a characteristic set of neutrino fluxes,

whose spectral energy shapes are known but whose normalization must be calculated with

a detailed solar model. In the CNO-cycle the abundance of 12C plus 13N acts as a catalyst,

while the 13N and 15O beta decays provide the primary source of neutrinos.

In order to precisely determine the rates of the different reactions in the two chains

and to obtain the final neutrino fluxes and their energy spectrum, a detailed modeling

of the Sun is needed. Standard Solar Models (SSMs) [3–10] derive the properties of the

present Sun by following its evolution after entering the main sequence. The models use

as inputs a set of observational parameters (the present surface abundances of heavy ele-

ments and surface luminosity of the Sun, as well as its age, radius and mass) and rely on

some basic assumptions: spherical symmetry, hydrostatic equilibrium, initial homogeneous

composition, evolution at constant mass. Over the past five decades the solar models

were steadily refined with the inclusion of more precise observational and experimental

information about the input parameters (such as nuclear reaction rates and the surface

abundances of different elements), with more accurate calculations of constituent quanti-

ties (such as radiative opacity and equation of state), the inclusion of new physical effects

(such as element diffusion), and the development of faster computers and more precise

stellar evolution codes.
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The produced neutrinos, given their weak interactions, can exit the Sun practically

unaffected, and therefore enable us to see into the solar interior and verify directly our

understanding of the Sun [11]. This was the goal of the original solar neutrino experi-

ments, which was somewhat diverted by the appearance of the so-called “solar neutrino

problem” [12, 13]. Such problem has now been fully solved through the modification of

the Standard Model with inclusion of neutrino masses and mixing, which allow for flavor

transition of the neutrino from production to detection [14–17] and for non-trivial effects

(the so called LMA-MSW flavor transitions) when crossing dense regions of matter. The

upcoming of the real-time experiments Super-Kamiokande and SNO and the independent

determination of the flavor oscillation probabilities using reactor antineutrinos at Kam-

LAND has allowed for the precise determination of the neutrino parameters (masses and

mixing) responsible for these flavor transitions.

In parallel to the increased precision in our understanding of neutrino propagation, a

new puzzle has emerged in the consistency of SSMs [18]. SSMs built in the 1990’s were

very successful in predicting other observations. In particular, quantities measured by

helioseismology such as the radial distributions of sound speed and density [5–8] showed

good agreement with the predictions of the SSM calculations and provided accurate infor-

mation on the solar interior. A key element to this agreement is the input value of the

abundances of heavy elements on the surface of the Sun [19]. However, since 2004 new

determinations of these abundances have become available, pointing towards substantially

lower values [20, 21]. The SSMs based on such lower metallicities fail at explaining the

helioseismic observations [18].

So far there has not been a successful solution of this puzzle as changes in the Sun

modeling do not seem able to account for this discrepancy [10, 22, 23]. Thus the situation

is that, at present, there is no fully consistent SSM. This led to the construction of two

different sets of SSMs, one based on the older solar abundances [19] implying high metal-

licity, and one assuming lower metallicity as inferred from more recent determinations of

the solar abundances [20, 21]. In ref. [10, 24] the solar fluxes corresponding to such two

models were detailed, based on updated versions of the solar model calculations presented

in ref. [8].

In ref. [25] we performed a solar model independent analysis of the solar and terrestrial

neutrino data in the framework of three-neutrino masses and mixing, aiming at simultane-

ously determine the flavor parameters and all the solar neutrino fluxes with a minimum set

of theoretical priors. Since then more data have been accumulated by the solar neutrino

experiments, and new non-solar neutrino experiments have provided a more accurate de-

termination of the neutrino oscillation parameters. Thus in this work we present an update

of our former analysis. In section 2 we briefly summarize our methodology, data included

and physical assumptions. In section 3 we give the new reconstructed posterior probability

distribution function for the eight normalization parameters of the solar neutrino fluxes,

with and without the constraint imposed by the observed solar luminosity. In section 4 we

use the results of this analysis to statistically test to what degree the present solar neutrino

data can discriminate between the two SSMs, and we estimate whether the present data

are precise enough to provide useful information to the construction of the SSM. Finally

in section 6 we summarize our conclusions.
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2 Analysis framework

In the analysis of solar neutrino experiments we include the total rates from the radio-

chemical experiments Chlorine [26], Gallex/GNO [27] and SAGE [28]. For real-time exper-

iments we include the results on electron scattering (ES) from the four phases in Super-

Kamiokande, thus in addition to the 44 data points of the phase I (SK1) energy-zenith

spectrum [29] considered in ref. [25] we now also fit the 33 data points of the full energy

and day/night spectrum in phase II (SK2) [30], the 42 energy and day/night data points

in phase III (SK3) [31], and the 24 data points of the energy spectrum and day-night

asymmetry of the 1669-day of phase IV (SK4) [32]. In what respects SNO, we include the

results of the three phases of SNO in terms of the parametrization given in their combined

analysis [33] which amount to 7 data points. We also include the main set of the 740.7

days of Borexino Phase-1 data [34, 35] (which is about four times the statistics in ref. [25])

as well as their high-energy spectrum from 246 live days [36] and the 408 days of Borexino

Phase-2 data [37] recently released. Details of our Borexino Phase-2 data analysis which is

totally novel in this article are presented in appendix A. In the framework of three neutrino

masses and mixing the expected values for these solar neutrino observables depend on the

parameters ∆m2
21, θ12, and θ13 as well as on the normalizations of the eight solar fluxes.

Besides solar experiments, we also include the observed energy spectrum in KamLAND

data sets DS-1 and DS-2 [38] with a total exposure of 3.49× 1032 target-proton-year (2135

days, a 40% increase in statistics with respect to the data included in ref. [25]), which in

the framework of three neutrino mixing also yield information on the parameters ∆m2
21,

θ12, and θ13.

In addition, we include the information on θ13 obtained after marginalizing over ∆m2
3`,

θ23 and δcp the results of all the other oscillation experiments considered in the NuFIT-

2.0 analysis presented in refs. [39–41]. This includes, in particular, the ground-breaking

results with the positive determination of the mixing angle θ13 from the Double Chooz

spectrum with 227.9 days live time [42] and the 621-day Daya Bay spectrum [43], as well

as the near and far rates observed at RENO with 800 days of data-taking [44]. Fur-

thermore the marginalization of all other oscillation parameters requires to include the

results atmospheric and long baseline (LBL) experiments. In this respect we now include

Super-Kamiokande atmospheric neutrino data from phases SK1-4 [45] (with addition of

the 1775 days of phase SK4 over their published results on phases SK1-3 [46]); the en-

ergy distribution of LBL neutrinos from MINOS in both νµ and ν̄µ disappearance with

10.71×1020 and 3.36×1020 pot, respectively, as well as from T2K in νµ disappearance [47]

with 6.57× 1020 pot; LBL appearance results from MINOS [48] with exposure 10.6× 1020

(νe) and 3.3 × 1020 (ν̄e) pot, and from T2K with 6.57 × 1020 pot (νe) [49]; reactor data

from the finalized experiments CHOOZ [50] and Palo Verde [51].

In what follows, for convenience, we use as normalization parameters for the solar

fluxes the reduced quantities:

fi =
Φi

Φref
i

(2.1)

with i = pp, 7Be, pep, 13N, 15O, 17F, 8B, and hep. The numerical values of Φref
i are set to
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Flux Φref
i [cm−2 s−1] αi [MeV] βi

pp 5.98× 1010 13.0987 9.186× 10−1

7Be 5.00× 109 12.6008 7.388× 10−2

pep 1.44× 108 11.9193 2.013× 10−3

13N 2.96× 108 3.4577 1.200× 10−3

15O 2.23× 108 21.570 5.641× 10−3

17F 5.52× 106 2.3630 1.530× 10−5

8B 5.58× 106 6.6305 4.339× 10−5

hep 8.04× 103 3.7370 3.523× 10−8

Table 1. The reference neutrino flux Φref
i used for normalization, the energy αi provided to the

star by nuclear fusion reactions associated with the ith neutrino flux (taken from ref. [56]), and the

fractional contribution βi of the ith nuclear reaction to the total solar luminosity.

the predictions of the GS98 solar model as given in ref. [10] and are listed in table 1.1 With

this, the theoretical predictions for the relevant observables (after marginalizing over ∆m2
23,

θ23 and δcp) depend on eleven parameters: the three relevant oscillation parameters ∆m2
21,

θ12, θ13 and the eight reduced solar fluxes fi. The statistical analysis of this data is done

by building the corresponding likelihood function L(D|~ω). According to Bayesian statis-

tics, our knowledge of ~ω = (∆m2
21, θ12, θ13, fpp, . . . , fhep) is summarized by the posterior

probability distribution function (pdf)

p(~ω|D,P) =
L(D|~ω)π(~ω|P)

ZP
(2.2)

where in the denominator we have introduced the so-called evidence ZP

ZP ≡ Pr(D|P) =

∫
L(D|~ω′)π(~ω′|P) d~ω′ (2.3)

which gives the likelihood for the hypothesis (or model) P to describe the data. Here

π(~ω|P) is the prior probability density for the parameters in the hypothesis P.

In our model-independent analysis we assume a uniform prior probability comple-

mented by a set of constraints to ensure consistency in the pp-chain and CNO-cycle, as

well as some relations from nuclear physics (see section 2 of ref. [25] for details on these

priors). The main quantitative difference with the priors used in ref. [25] concerns the prior

on the ratio of pep to pp fluxes, which is constrained to match the average of the GS98 and

AGSS09 predictions with 1σ uncertainty given by the difference between the two values:

with the models in ref. [10] it now takes the value

fpep
fpp

= 1.006± 0.013 . (2.4)

1Notice that the reference fluxes in ref. [10] are slightly different than those used in our analysis in

ref. [25].
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In this work we use MultiNest [52–54], a Bayesian inference tool which, given the

prior and the likelihood, calculates the evidence with an uncertainty estimate, and generates

posterior samples from distributions that may contain multiple modes and pronounced

(curving) degeneracies in high dimensions.

As in ref. [25] we perform two analysis which differ in the inclusion of the so-called

“luminosity constraint”, i.e., the requirement that the sum of the thermal energy gen-

eration rates associated with each of the solar neutrino fluxes coincides with the solar

luminosity [55]. Such condition implies a linear relation between the eight fluxes:

L�
4π (A.U.)2

=

8∑
i=1

αiΦi =⇒ 1 =

8∑
i=1

βifi with βi ≡
αiΦ

ref
i

L�
/

[4π (A.U.)2]
(2.5)

with coefficients αi being the energy provided to the star by the nuclear fusion reactions

associated with the ith neutrino flux [56]. The corresponding coefficients βi are the frac-

tional contributions to the total solar luminosity of the nuclear reactions responsible for the

production of the Φref
i neutrino flux, and L�

/
[4π (A.U.)2] = 8.5272 × 1011 MeV cm−2 s−1.

For convenience we list the values of these coefficients in table 1. The changes in the βi
coefficients with respect to those in ref. [25] are due to the slight difference in the reference

fluxes used.

The analysis performed incorporating eq. (2.5) together with the other priors from

pp-chain/CNO-cycle consistency and nuclear physics relations will be named “analysis

with luminosity constraint”, P = L�, while when eq. (2.5) is not considered we speak of

“analysis without luminosity constraint”, P = /L�. We finish by reminding the reader that

all these conditions from consistency and nuclear physics relations as well as eq. (2.5) are

constraints on some linear combinations of the solar fluxes and they are model independent,

i.e., they do not impose any prior bias favoring either of the SSMs.

3 Determination of solar neutrino fluxes

Our results for the analysis with luminosity constraint are displayed in figure 1, where we

show the marginalized one-dimensional probability distributions p(fi|D, L�) for the eight

solar neutrino fluxes as well as the 90% and 99% CL two-dimensional allowed regions.

The corresponding ranges at 1σ (and at the 99% CL in square brackets) on the oscillation

parameters are:
∆m2

21 = 7.5± 0.2 [+0.4
−0.5]× 10−5 eV2 ,

sin2 θ12 = 0.30± 0.01 [+0.04
−0.03] ,

sin2 θ13 = 0.022± 0.001 [+0.002
−0.003]

(3.1)

which explicitly displays the positive and very precise determination of non-zero θ13, unlike

in the time of ref. [25]. For the solar neutrino fluxes we get:

fpp = 0.999+0.006
−0.005 [+0.012

−0.016] , Φpp = 5.971+0.037
−0.033[

+0.073
−0.097]× 1010 cm−2 s−1 ,

f7Be = 0.96+0.05
−0.04 [+0.12

−0.11] , Φ7Be = 4.80+0.24
−0.22 [+0.60

−0.57]× 109 cm−2 s−1 ,

fpep = 1.005± 0.009 [+0.019
−0.024] , Φpep = 1.448± 0.013 [+0.028

−0.034]× 108 cm−2 s−1 ,

f13N = 1.7+2.9
−1.0 [+8.4

−1.6] , Φ13N ≤ 13.7 [30.2]× 108 cm−2 s−1 ,
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Figure 1. Constraints from our global analysis on the solar neutrino fluxes. The curves in the

right-most panels show the marginalized one-dimensional probability distributions. The rest of the

panels show the 90% and 99% CL two-dimensional credibility regions (see text for details).

f15O = 0.6+0.6
−0.4 [+2.0

−0.6] , Φ15O ≤ 2.8 [5.8]× 108 cm−2 s−1 ,

f17F ≤ 15 [46] , Φ17F ≤ 8.5 [25]× 107 cm−2 s−1 ,

f8B = 0.92± 0.02 [±0.05] , Φ8B = 5.16+0.13
−0.09 [+0.30

−0.26]× 106 cm−2 s−1 ,

fhep = 2.4+1.5
−1.2 [≤ 5.9] , Φhep = 1.9+1.2

−0.9 [≤ 4.7]× 104 cm−2 s−1 . (3.2)

Comparing with the corresponding results in eq. (3.2) of ref. [25] we find that the 99%

uncertainty in the 7Be and pp (and correspondingly pep) fluxes is about a factor 2 smaller,

and about 30% smaller in the 8B flux. Also, the best fit value for 7Be (8B) is lower (higher)

by about 1σ. On the other hand, as expected the CNO fluxes are in the same ballpark as

before, although the best fit values and the uncertainties have changed slightly.

We also notice that with the exception of 17F all other fluxes have a vanishing (or

close to) probability for their corresponding f = 0. However, it is important to stress that

for what concerns f13N and f15O this is mostly consequence of the inequalities associated

with consistency within the cycle (see section 2 of ref. [25]) which effectively result into

priors behaving as π(fi) ∝ fi for small fi. For this reason the corresponding 1σ credible

intervals for these fluxes, constructed as iso-posterior intervals and shown in the left column

of eq. (3.2), do not extend to fi = 0 even though setting f13N = f15O = f17F = 0 gives

a reasonable fit to the data. With this in mind, in the right column in eq. (3.2) we have

chosen to quote only the 1σ and 99%CL upper boundaries for the corresponding solar

neutrino fluxes, rather than the complete allowed range.

As can be seen in figure 1 the most important correlation appears between the pp and

pep fluxes, a direct consequence of the fact that the ratio of these two fluxes is fixed to high
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Figure 2. Same as figure 1 but without the luminosity constraint, eq. (2.5).

accuracy because they have the same nuclear matrix element. The correlation between the

pp (and pep) and 7Be flux is directly dictated by the luminosity constraint (see comparison

with figure 2). All these results imply the following share of the energy production between

the pp-chain and the CNO-cycle

Lpp-chain

L�
= 0.991+0.005

−0.004 [+0.008
−0.013] ⇐⇒ Lcno

L�
= 0.009+0.004

−0.005 [+0.013
−0.008] . (3.3)

Note that the same comment as on the f13N and f15O fluxes applies to the total CNO

luminosity, so we can understand the result in eq. (3.3) effectively as an upper bound on

the contribution of the CNO-cycle to the Sun Luminosity: Lcno/L� ≤ 2.2% at 99% CL,

in perfect agreement with the SSMs which predict Lcno/L� ≤ 1% at the 3σ level.

As mentioned in the previous section we have also performed the same analysis without

imposing the luminosity constraint. The corresponding results for p(fi|D, /L�) and the two-

dimensional allowed regions are shown in figure 2 while the relevant allowed ranges read:

fpp = 1.04± 0.08 [+0.22
−0.20] ,

f7Be = 0.97+0.04
−0.05 [±0.12] ,

fpep = 1.05± 0.08 [+0.23
−0.20] ,

f13N = 1.7+2.8
−1.0 [+8.4

−1.6] ,

f15O = 0.6+0.7
−0.4 [≤ 2.6] ,

f17F ≤ 15 [47] .

(3.4)

As expected, the pp flux is the most affected by the release of this constraint. This is so

because the pp reaction gives the largest contribution to the solar energy production, as
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can be seen in table 1. Hence, using the luminosity constraint only as an upper bound

would imply that the pp flux cannot exceed its SSM prediction by more than 9%, while

completely removing this constraint allows for a much larger pp flux – now only constrained

from its contribution to the Gallium experiments and to Borexino. Borexino results are,

in fact, driving the factor two better determination of the pp flux with respect to ref. [25].

Correspondingly the pep flux is also severely affected due to its strong correlation with

the pp flux. The CNO fluxes are also affected, mainly indirectly due to the modified

contribution of the pp and pep fluxes to the Gallium and Chlorine experiments, which

changes the allowed CNO contribution in these experiments. On the other hand, the

determination of the 8B and hep fluxes (as well as the oscillation parameters) is basically

unaffected by the luminosity constraint.

With these results at hand the fact that the Sun shines because of nuclear fusion

reactions can be tested accurately by comparing the observed photon luminosity of the

Sun with the luminosity inferred from measurements of solar neutrino fluxes. We find that

the energy production in the pp-chain and the CNO-cycle without imposing the luminosity

constraint are given by:

Lpp-chain

L�
= 1.03+0.08

−0.07 [+0.21
−0.18] and

Lcno

L�
= 0.008+0.005

−0.004 [+0.014
−0.007] . (3.5)

Comparing eqs. (3.3) and (3.5) we see that the luminosity constraint has only a limited

impact on the amount of energy produced in the CNO-cycle. However, as discussed above,

the amount of energy in the pp-chain can now significantly exceed the total quantity

allowed by the luminosity constraint although the allowed excess is reduced by a factor

two compared to ref. [25].

Altogether the present value for the ratio of the neutrino-inferred solar luminosity,

L�(neutrino-inferred), to the photon luminosity L� is:

L�(neutrino-inferred)

L�
= 1.04[+0.07

−0.08] [+0.20
−0.18] . (3.6)

Thus we find that, at present, the neutrino-inferred luminosity perfectly agrees with the

measured one, and this agreement is known with a 1σ uncertainty of 7%, which is a factor

two smaller than the previous best determination [25].

4 Comparison with the Standard Solar Models

Next we compare the results of our determination of the solar fluxes with the expectations

from the solar models, SSM=GS (for GS98) and SSM=AGS (for AGSS09). In order to

do so we use the predictions 〈f ssmi 〉 for the fluxes, the relative uncertainties σssmi and their

correlations ρssmij in both models as obtained from refs. [10, 57]. The prior distribution

π(~f |SSM) with maximum entropy (i.e., minimum information) satisfying these constraints

is a multivariate normal distribution, and this is what we assume in what follows. In

figure 3 we show the marginalized one-dimensional probability distributions for the solar

neutrino fluxes as determined by our analysis including the luminosity constraint, together

with the corresponding prior distributions for the two SSMs.
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Figure 3. Marginalized one-dimensional probability distributions for the best determined solar

fluxes in our analysis as compared to the predictions for the two SSMs in ref. [10].

|log(odds)| odds Interpretation

< 1.0 . 3 : 1 Inclusive

1.0 ' 3 : 1 Weak evidence

2.5 ' 12 : 1 Moderate evidence

5.0 ' 150 : 1 Strong evidence

Table 2. Values of the Jeffreys’ scale used for the interpretation of model odds.

In Bayesian statistics comparison between the two models can be achieved directly by

calculating the posterior odds, given data D, simply using Bayes’ theorem2

Pr(GS|D)

Pr(AGS|D)
=

Pr(D|GS)π(GS)

Pr(D|AGS)π(AGS)
=
Zgs

Zags

π(GS)

π(AGS)
(4.1)

where we compute the evidences Zssm as in eq. (2.3) with the prior distributions for the fi
in each model and taking π(GS)/π(AGS), the prior probability ratio for the two models,

to be unity (this is, a priori both models are taken to be equally probable). The posterior

odds can interpreted using the Jeffreys’ scale in table 2.

Our calculation shows that logZgs/Zags = 0.00 ± 0.05, meaning that the data has

absolutely no preference to either model. Quantitatively this result is driven by the most

precisely measured 8B flux, which, as seen in figure 3, lies right in the middle of the

predictions of GS98 and AGSS09. In what respects the possible discriminating power from

the other precisely measured fluxes, in particular 7Be and indirectly pp and pep, one must

2Alternatively in ref. [25] we defined a statistics parameter to perform SSM comparison in the space of

models.
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realize that within the SSMs the fluxes originating from the pp-chain are rather correlated

among them; therefore, after the determination of the 8B flux is imposed the posterior

predictions of all the other pp-chain fluxes are also pushed towards the average of the two

models, essentially making them indistinguishable with respect to measurements of these

fluxes. In order to estimate how the correlations predicted by the SSM affect the comparison

of the solar models, we define two new schemes GS′ and AGS′ where such correlations have

been removed, i.e., ρssmij = δij . In this case we find logZgs′/Zags′ = 0.2±0.1, meaning that

even without the effect of the pp-chain correlations present data are unable to break the

degeneracy between models implied by the 8B measurement.

On the other hand, the CNO fluxes are rather uncorrelated with the pp-chain fluxes, so

even with the “democratic” 8B flux result discussed above one could aim at discriminating

between the solar models by measuring the CNO fluxes (also taking into account that

their expectations strongly differ between the two models, as seen figure 3). To quantify

this possibility we repeat our analysis including also an hypothetical future measurement

of the total CNO flux, Φcno = f13NΦref
13N + f15OΦref

15O + f17FΦref
17F, characterized by a given

uncertainty σcno and centered at the prior expectation of one of the models (for example

the GS98 model, Φ̂cno = 5.24×108 cm−2 s−1). We plot in figure 4 the result of this exercise

where we show the log of the Bayes factor as a function of the assumed relative error on

Φcno. From this figure we read that within the present model uncertainties a moderate

evidence in favor of the model whose CNO fluxes have been assumed (GS98 in this case)

can be achieved by a measurement of such fluxes with σcno = 5% accuracy.

5 Generalizing/strengthening the solar models

Finally we make a first attempt to address whether the present data is precise enough

to give relevant information which could be used as input for the construction of a more

robust SSM. In order to do so we devise an analysis in which we naively generalize the
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SSM predictions by two parameters which are meant to characterize the best SSM from

the point of view of the solar neutrino data.

First we notice that for most fluxes the theoretical correlations between the flux pre-

dictions of the solar models are pointing “in the same direction” as the difference between

the mean of the predictions of the models. So it seems reasonable to make the solar models

slightly more robust by letting the mean of the prediction vary continuously as

f̂(t) = tf̂gs + (1− t)f̂ags, (5.1)

where t now is an additional parameter. The AGS and GS solar models are recovered for

t = 0 and t = 1, respectively. Then, by calculating the marginal likelihood of t, one can also

evaluate the extent to which either of the two solar models is preferred or not compared

to larger deviations (along the line of eq. (5.1)). In addition, the Bayes factor calculated

previously is simply the ratio of the marginal likelihood at t = 0 and t = 1, which serves

as an additional check.

Second we consider how the inclusion of the neutrino data could affect “on average”

the theoretical uncertainties of the model predictions. In order to do so we introduce a

second parameter ω by which we rescale all σssmi .

We plot the results of this generalized-SSM analysis in figure 5 where we show the

two-dimensional iso-likelihood contours for 1σ, 2σ and 3σ in the plane (t, ω) as well as the

one-dimensional probability distributions for each parameter. From the upper panel we

see that a model with t ' 0.6 is presently favored by the data, and provides a description

which is clearly better than the limiting cases of the AGSS09 and GS98 models at t = 0 and
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t = 1 (characterized by rather similar probability as expected from the previous section).

Also looking at the bi-dimensional region we see that this is more the case when allowing

for smaller theoretical uncertainties than presently given in the SSM predictions, i.e, the

minimum likelihood lies at values of ω < 1. The two-dimensional regions present a “funnel”

shape at lower ω because σssmi becomes much smaller than σfiti and therefore the analysis

becomes independent of ω. The fact that a better description of the neutrino data is

obtained for a model with reduced theoretical uncertainties indicates that even with the

present neutrino data some refinement on the models can be obtained by including the

results of the solar neutrino data as inputs in the model construction [58].

6 Summary and outlook

The pioneering proposal of using neutrinos to verify the source of the energy produced in

the Sun has ended in the discovery of flavor conversion among solar neutrinos and in quan-

tifying the contribution of the main mechanism of energy generation in the Sun. Further

progress is needed to precisely answer some fundamental questions in solar evolution, such

as (i) how much constrained are non-standard sources of energy, (ii) how much the CNO

mechanism contributes to the solar energy generation, and (iii) what is the solution to the

solar abundances problem.

In this work, we have updated the determination of solar model independent neutrino

fluxes presented in ref. [25] by taking into account the latest data from both solar and

non-solar neutrino experiments. We have derived the best neutrino oscillation parameters

and solar fluxes constraints using a Bayesian analysis with and without imposing nuclear

physics as the only source of energy generation (luminosity constraint).

The precise measurement of the rate of 7Be solar neutrinos by the Borexino experi-

ment [34, 35] together with their first direct detection of pp neutrinos [37] and the very

precise measurement of the mixing angle θ13 greatly contribute to answer the first ques-

tion and constrain non-standard sources of energy, other than nuclear physics, as shown

in eq. (3.6). The uncertainty on the total luminosity due to nuclear physics derived from

neutrino data has been reduced by a factor two and is now, for the first time, below 10%.

Present data cannot yet answer the second and third questions. The discovery of

CNO neutrinos is within reach of the existing liquid scintillator detectors, if sufficient

level of purification could be achieved. We have shown that present bounds on CNO

neutrino fluxes are very close to the theoretical 3σ range, whether or not other sources of

energy contribute to the energy generation. A discovery would not only verify the main

mechanism of energy generation for bigger (or older) stars than our Sun, it would also help

to solve the solar abundances problem. We have shown that a CNO flux measurement

with σcno = 5% uncertainty can lead to a moderate evidence in favor of one of the two

alternative sets of solar abundances. Either the abundances are larger than what the most

refined determinations indicate, or the opacities and stellar evolution codes have to be

revisited to fit the precise helioseismology observations.
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A Borexino

Our analysis of the pp neutrino signal recently observed by Borexino is entirely based on

the information provided in [37]. The set of operations which we have performed in order

to gain confidence with such data can be broadly divided into two parts. First of all, we

have focused solely on reproducing their fit, which involves extracting the information from

the paper and ensuring that we can handle it properly. In this part we define:

N th
b (~ξ) = N sun

b (~ξ) +Nbkg
b (~ξ) with


N sun
b (~ξ) =

∑
f

N sun
b,f

(
1 + πsunf ξsunf

)
,

Nbkg
b (~ξ) =

∑
i

Nbkg
b,i

(
1 + πbkgi ξbkgi

) (A.1)

where ~ξ is a set of variables parametrizing the theoretical and systematic uncertainties.

Here b ∈ {1, . . . , 158} identifies the data bin, f ∈ {pp, 7Be, pep, CNO} is the solar flux,

and i ∈ {14C, 85Kr, 210Bi, 210Po, 214Pb, pile-up} labels the background component. Fol-

lowing refs. [37, 59] we define the priors πsunf and πbkgi as follows:

fixed: πsunpep = πsuncno = πbkg214Pb
= 0 ,

constrained: πsun7Be = 2.3/48 , πbkg14C
= 1/40 , πbkgpile-up = 7/321 ,

free: πsunpp = πbkg85Kr
= πbkg210Po

= πbkg210Bi
→∞ .

(A.2)

We have extracted both the solar neutrino fluxes and the backgrounds from the upper

panel of figure 3 of ref. [37]. We have converted these spectra into absolute number of

events for each bin b (for the solar flux and the background ) by multiplying the given

event rates (c.p.d. per 100 t per keV) by the total data-taking time (T run = 408 days), the

fiducial volume (75.47 t), and the specific bin energy size. We have verified that the sum

of the different contributions agrees reasonably well (within the resolution of the figure)

with the “best-fit prediction” shown as a black solid line in the figure. We have taken care

to rescale the 14C and the 7Be spectra extracted from ref. [37] by 40/39.8 and 48/46.2,

respectively, to match the priors quoted in section 3.4 of ref. [59].

In order to test our ability to reproduce the Borexino fit, we have constructed a χ2

function as follows:

χ2 = min
~ξ

{∑
b

[
N th
b (~ξ)−N ex

b

]2
N ex
b

+
∑
f

(
ξsunf

)2
+
∑
i

(
ξbkgi

)2}
. (A.3)
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Here N ex
b is the observed number of events for the bin b, which we have derived from the

residuals ρb shown in the lower panel of figure 3. Note that, lacking the information on

possible correlations among different bins, we have assumed that the experimental data

are uncorrelated and that the statistical error is simply the square root of the number of

events, which implies
√
N ex
b = ρb/2+

√
(ρb/2)2 +N th

b . We have then performed a fit of the

various spectra against the experimental data, and we have verified that the best-fit values

and allowed ranges which we obtain (both solar fluxes and backgrounds) are in excellent

agreement with those listed above figure 3. This proves that our simplified approach is

credible and ensures a realistic determination of the solar flux normalizations, which is the

main topic of this work.

The second step of our procedure requires embedding this fit into our global analysis

in a consistent way, and making sure that its accuracy is not spoiled. To this aim, we now

discard the solar spectra N sun
b (~ξ) previously introduced in eq. (A.1) and define instead:

N th
b (~ω, ~ξ) = nelT

run
∑
α

∫
dΦdet

α

dEν
(Eν |~ω)

dσα
dTe

(Eν , Te)Rb(Te|~ξ) dEν +Nbkg
b (~ξ) . (A.4)

Note that the backgrounds Nbkg
b (~ξ) are the same as before. In eq. (A.4) ~ω describes both the

neutrino oscillation parameters and the eight solar flux normalizations, nel is the number

of electron targets, dσα/dTe is the elastic scattering differential cross-section for neutrinos

of type α ∈ {e, µ, τ}, and dΦdet
α /dEν is the corresponding flux of solar neutrinos at the

detector – hence it incorporates the neutrino oscillation probabilities. For comparison

with the Borexino results we have used a three-neutrino oscillation model with values

sin2 θ13 = 0.022, sin2 θ13 = 0.304 and ∆m2
21 = 7.5× 10−5 eV2 for the relevant parameters,

and assumed the GS98 solar model.

The detector response function Rb(Te|~ξ) depends on the true electron kinetic energy

Te as well as three new systematic variables ξvol, ξscl and ξres which we have included for

completeness and consistency with the simulations of other experiments:

Rb(Te|~ξ) = (1 + πvol ξvol)

∫ Tmax
b (1+πb

scl ξscl)

Tmin
b (1+πb

scl ξscl)
Gauss

[
Te − T ′, σT (1 + πres ξres)

]
dT ′ . (A.5)

Here Gauss(x, σ) ≡ exp
[
−x2/2σ2

]
/
√

2πσ is the normal distribution function, while Tmin
b

and Tmax
b are the boundaries of the reconstructed electron kinetic energy T ′ in the bin

b. We have assumed an energy resolution σT /Te = 5.5%/
√
Te [MeV], a fiducial volume

uncertainty πvol = 2%, an energy scale uncertainty πscl = 1%, and an arbitrary energy

resolution uncertainty πres = 5%, all uncorrelated between Borexino Phase I and Phase II.

As a first check, we have explicitly verified that our first-principle calculation of the

solar flux contribution to the various bins matches quite accurately the N sun
b,f spectra ex-

tracted from figure 3 of ref. [37]. We have then constructed a new χ2 function for Borexino

Phase II:

χ2(~ω) = min
~ξ

{∑
b

[
N th
b (~ω, ~ξ)−N ex

b

]2
N ex
b

+
∑
i

(
ξbkgi

)2
+ ξ2vol + ξ2scl + ξ2res

}
(A.6)
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Figure 6. Spectrum for the best fit point of our spectral fit to the Borexino Phase II data in the

energy region between 165-590 keV under the assumptions described in the appendix (left), and

∆χ2 as a function of the pp flux (right).

and we have verified once more that our final fit (after combining it with the Borexino

Phase I data to provide a prior for the 7Be flux) still yields the correct best-fit values and

allowed ranges for both the pp solar flux normalization and the Borexino backgrounds.

Thus we consider that our proposed goal, namely to embed Borexino pp data into our

codes in a realistic and consistent way, has been accomplished.

In figure 6 we show the results of our analysis. Comparing the left panel with figure 3

of ref. [37] we observe a very good agreement in the best fit determination of both solar

fluxes and backgrounds, as mentioned above. In particular, the allowed range for Φpp

is perfectly compatible with the value Φpp = (6.6 ± 0.7) × 1010 cm−2 s−1 quoted by the

Borexino collaboration, as can be seen from the right panel where we plot the ∆χ2.
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